
 

Report and Minutes of a Meeting of the  
ASSETS & SERVICES COMMITTEE  

held in the Council Chambers, 15 Seymour Street, Blenheim  
on TUESDAY, 22 March 2016 commencing at 1.30 pm 

Present 
Councillors T M Sloan (Chairperson), J C Leggett, T E Hook, J L Andrews, Mr R Hunter (Iwi representative), 
B G Dawson. 

Also Present 
Councillors J A Arbuckle, L M Shenfield, C J Brooks, D D Oddie. 

In Attendance 
Mr R Coningham (Manager – Assets and Services Department), Mr J Lyall (Manager – Property and 
Community Facilities) and Ms N Chauval (Committee Secretary). 

Apologies 
Clrs Sloan/Hook: 
That the apology for absence from Clrs G I T Evans, J P Bagge, Mayor A T Sowman be received and 
sustained. 

Carried 

ATTENDANCE: David Craig, Finance and Information Supervisor, was present for the following item. 

P.15/16.339 Financial Report for Period Ended 31 January 
2016 F275-001-02 

The Finance and Information Supervisor, David Craig, presented the financial report for the Assets & 
Services Department for the six month period ended 31 January 2016. Mr Craig noted that where possible, 
accrual entries have been completed to account for January revenues and expenditures in that month.  

For the reporting period, Departmental revenues are unfavourable to budget by $172,521, due to Roading 
subsidies  ($574,625), Reserve Fund contributions ($178,049), Development contributions  ($114,579), 
Development Impact Levies (Blenheim northwest zone) ($93,333), Subdivisional works contributions 
($70,342), Gravel extraction ($59,887), Disbursement recoveries (for private landowner river protection 
works) $59,541, Metered water sales $69,555, Insurance refunds and claims $96,402, Capital contributions 
(SVIS, St Andrews sewer & Rural Community Recycling) $220,177, Dump fees $396,307. 

Operating expenditures are favourable to budget by $1,514,018 due to Minor safety improvements 
$323,883, Contracts $302,691, Interest payments $283,100, Treatment costs $276,941, Emergency 
reinstatement $158,722, Projects (Netball relocation to Lansdowne Park) $158,630, Sealed pavement 
maintenance $154,150, Rivers flood damage $145,833, Depreciation $102,564, Personnel costs $92,382, 
Cycle path maintenance $90,813, Reticulation maintenance $83,672, Traffic services maintenance $68,972, 
Consultancy $67,266, Structure maintenance $49,045, Environmental maintenance ($109,057), Repairs & 
maintenance ($116,423), Routine drainage maintenance ($137,789), Internal recoveries & recharges 
($635,604). 

The resulting year to date operating surplus of $1,315,000 is favourable to budget by $1,341,497. 

The total budgeted capital expenditure for 2015/16, including carryovers and Council approved adjustments, 
is $58.9M with actual year to date expenditure of $9.47M (16%). Capital expenditure is mainly concentrated 
in the core activities of Sewer $16.9M (ytd actual $1.38M), Roading $13.6M ($4.13M), Water $12.2M 
($1.55M), Community Facilities $5.5M ($0.89M), Flood Protection $2.3M ($0.36M) and Waste Management 
$5.9M ($0.66M). 
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The total forecast capital expenditure of $33.2M is $25.7M below budget. 

The Operational Activity for the month of January was summarised in Mr Craig’s report. 

Clrs Dawson/Leggett: 
That the financial report for the period ended 31 January 2016 be received. 

Carried 

ATTENDANCE: Rosie Bartlett, Reserves and Amenities Manager, Tim Thomas, Blenheim Business 
Association and Belinda Reburn, NELMAC Landscape Designer were present for the following item. 

P.15/16.340 Market Place Landscape Plan R510-016-05 
The report to the Committee provided an introduction to the Market Place landscape plan and sought 
approval to proceed with implementation. 

Members were aware that Market Place was identified in the Blenheim Town Centre “A vision for the Future” 
as an area that should undergo redesign as part of the CBD revitalisation. It was noted that the Blenheim 
Town Centre guidelines have been incorporated into the design for Market Place. This is represented in the 
tiling, furniture and enhancement of its historical significance being the town’s “Market Place”. The landscape 
proposal was attached to the agenda for members’ information. 

Members were advised that representatives from the Blenheim Business Association gave concept ideas to 
the landscape architect for consideration. As part of the design process the Association undertook to consult 
with the surrounding business owners. The feedback received was very positive with one recommendation 
being that seating be implemented around the tree on the Queen Street side and this suggestion has been 
incorporated into the design. Marlborough Roads were also consulted and they have no issues.  

The proposed design was also tabled at the recent Access and Mobility Forum and was received very 
favourably. 

Ms Reburn advised members that by providing a greater area of grass and wooden seating will encourage 
people to spend more time in the space. It was noted that the wooden seating can be moved to form a stage 
if required or separated for more intimate seating.  

It was noted that it is proposed to provide cladding on the stair wells constructed of timber and introducing 
some planted pots prior to the redesign. It was reported that the timber on the stairwells will be no higher 
than the current balustrades. 

In response to a question raised on the clock tower renovation, Ms Reburn noted that it will be minor and 
that the renovation would create a more sympathic look with the rotunda.  

Members were advised that construction will be completed in stages in close consultation with the 
businesses affected. On recommendations from business owners it is proposed to have construction 
completed before the Christmas period 2016. 

It was noted that the enhancements that have happened so far have been extremely well received with 
comments that it is now a really vibrant space and people are spending considerably more time in it. 

Clrs Hook/Andrews: 
That the landscape plan for Market Place revitalisation be accepted. 

Carried 
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ATTENDANCE: Rosie Bartlett, Reserves and Amenities Manager, was present for the following item. 

P.15/16.341 Blenheim Riverside Park Development  
 C315-15-88 

The report to the Committee sought approval to progress the development of Blenheim’s Riverside Park 
located at 2 High Street, Blenheim. The design proposal was attached to the agenda for members’ 
information. 

Members were aware that as part of last year’s LTP Council allocated a budget of $1 million for the design 
and construction of Riverside Park in High Street, Blenheim. Studio Pacific has presented a concept that has 
been assessed as suitable for the area and preliminary estimates indicate that the project is within budget. 

It was noted that subject to obtaining consent it is proposed that the development is designed and completed 
this calendar year. 

Members were advised that the design of the park responds to the pragmatic and functional requirements of 
flooding, visibility from State Highway 1, future developments, Crime Prevention through Environmental 
Design (CPTED) and integration with the existing amphitheatre.  

It was noted that the park will create a strong connection between the river and the town by creating a 
community space that invites many and regular visits. It is envisaged that a flow on effect will be stimulated 
with development along High Street and back into town, across the road to the proposed new library and 
gallery. The arts will continue to play an increasing role and as such space has been allocated for sculptures 
and performances.  

It was reported that the planting scheme consists of low level native amenity planting, small grade native 
trees, wetland planting to reed beds designed around a future stormwater strategy and structural tree 
planting. Large grade deciduous trees are proposed as a key element in framing the space and providing 
structure, shade, and habitat. Members were advised that the large tree specimens will create a strong 
visual impact from State Highway 1.  

It was noted that all species selected are from the Council’s plant lists and are suited to the Blenheim 
ecological zone. A feature of this planting will be large drifts of flax that reference the flax milling history of 
Blenheim and also provide a food source for birds. 

Members were advised that a feature of the park is its gentle sloping towards the river enabling easier 
access to further encourage people to interface with the river more.  

It was queried whether there had been any consideration given to a name for the park. Ms Bartlett advised 
that there had been some consideration towards a name but this will require further consultation and it was 
suggested that a report be brought back to the Committee for consideration. 

Clrs Leggett/Sloan: 
That Council agrees to appoint Studio Pacific to progress the Riverside Park design and 
development of 2 High Street, Blenheim. 

Carried 

ATTENDANCE: Frank Porter, Highway Manager, Marlborough Roads, was present for the following item. 

P.15/16.342 Third Lane Management - Parking  
 R800-002-01, R800-007-02 

The report presented to the Committee sought approval to implement measures to optimise access to 
businesses reliant on their service lane in Third Lane. 
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Members were advised that Third Lane is legal road vested in Marlborough District Council.  Its prime use is 
to enable tenants to have service access to the rear of their properties. The lane is commonly referred to as 
a “service lane”. It was noted that the service lane is intended to provide for goods vehicles to undertake 
service activities including gas bottles, refuse collections as well as routine goods deliveries. It was reported 
that over time, tenants of premises backing onto Third Lane have continued to use the lane for convenience 
parking.  

It was reported that following letters sent by Marlborough Roads on the parking issues the response from 
tenants has been favourable towards a more structured approach to parking. 

Members were advised that following a fire in the lane the Fire Service has indicated their support for 
unrestricted access to this area, as they noted there were a number of gas bottles and parked vehicles which 
would add fuel to any fire in this confined location.  

It was reported that providing signage and yellow road markings needs to be considered to ensure parking 
compliance can be enforced. It was noted that as the lane it is not a through lane it does encourage parking. 

Clrs Hook/Leggett: 
1. That Council installs signage and road markings, within the legal road, as necessary in 

Third Lane preventing all parking except for loading and unloading. 

2. Council enforces parking restrictions in Third Lane. 

Carried 

ATTENDANCE: Stephen Rooney, Operations & Maintenance Engineer, was present for the following item. 

P.15/16.343 Southern Valleys Settling Pond Desilting  
 W450-001-002-20 

The report provided to the Committee sought consideration regarding the desilting works required at the 
Southern Valleys Irrigation Scheme intake settling pond. 

Members were advised that the settling pond was constructed as part of the intake structures diverting water 
from the Wairau River to the upper end of Gibsons Creek.  The pond was installed to settle out silt to limit 
this making its way into the Gibsons Creek waterway and it has achieved what it was designed for. It was 
noted that the pond has been in service for 12 years and now needs desilting for it to continue to be 
effective.   

It was noted that the work is being undertaken as maintenance on the river berm and as such is a permitted 
activity under the Wairau/Awatere Resource Management Plan.  The land surrounding the settling pond is 
owned by Council and leased to various parties for viticulture activity.  It was noted that Council staff will be 
advising the lessee’s of the work before it commences and the work will be undertaken outside of the 
harvesting period and is therefore unlikely to have an impact on their activities, this work will also be required 
to be repeated in five to six years time. 

Members were advised that the approximate cost would be $200,000 with there being sufficient funding in 
the SVIS reserve account to fund the works. 

Clrs Hook/Leggett: 
1. That the works to desilt the SVIS settling pond be approved subject to satisfactory tender 

being received. 

2. That the work is funded from the SVIS reserve account. 

Carried 
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ATTENDANCE: Alec McNeil, Solid Waste Manager, was present for the following two items. 

P.15/16.344 Picton Marina Skip W450-001-002-20 
The report to the Committee provided information on the provision of a waste collection service to 
Marlborough Sounds boat access only residents and visitors at the Picton Marina. 

By way of background members were advised that Council contribute $18k pa to Port Marlborough. This 
contribution is to assist with the cost of collecting and disposing of waste from Marlborough Sounds 
residents. Council also have a budget of $10k which is to assist Marlborough Sounds residents with the 
collection and disposal costs for inorganic bulk waste received onshore from boat access only areas.  

Following discussions with Port Marlborough and members of the Picton Smart and Connected group about 
materials being dumped on the end of the Fisherman’s Wharf in Picton a trial rubbish container was placed 
at the Picton Marina in the vicinity of the coat hanger bridge for the period December 2015 to February 2016.  
The container was constructed to the same design as the units in use at the unmanned Ward Transfer 
Station to maximise the efficiency of collection/exchanging of the bin. 

Members were advised that feedback had been received on appearance, smells and location of the bin with 
some additional commentary received on the impact on the water taxi companies. It was noted that the 
waste presented by the water taxi companies on the whole is derived from material collected from their 
customers returning from the Marlborough Sounds.  

Members were advised that the introduction of this bin has provided an outlet for Marlborough Sounds boat 
access residents and visitors to dispose of their waste. It was noted that further refinement of the container 
can be undertaken to address the issues raised in relation to accessibility. 

Members were advised that the bin has captured a significant tonnage of material during the trial period. To 
retain this service for the 2016/17 period will require a budget reallocation ($10k) and a 2015/16 carry over 
($17.2k). Thereafter the service can be presented to the 2017/18 budget process for further consideration. In 
terms of impact on rates for the 2017/18 period this would be in the region of $0.76 (inc GST) per 
Marlborough ratepayer. 

Clrs Hook/Leggett: 
1. That the Committee approve retention of this service for the 2016/17 period with funding 

coming from existing budgets ($10k) and a 2015/16 carry over ($17.2k). 

2. That staff submit the retention of this service on a permanent basis to the 2017/18 budget 
process. 

Carried 

P.15/16.345 Public Place Recycling Scheme (PPRS) 
 W300-006-018-01 

The report to the Committee provided feedback on the public place recycling trial that took place in Blenheim 
and Picton. 

Members were aware that this trial recommendation was approved at the 21 July 2015 Assets & Services 
Committee meeting and subsequently adopted at the 6 August 2015 Council meeting. The trial took place 
between December 2015 and February 2016. Ten sites were selected in Blenheim and another ten in Picton.  

It was reported that the service levels required for each town were quite different. For Blenheim the sites 
were emptied on average once per week. For Picton the sites were emptied daily. The main area of activity 
in Picton was the Foreshore which received material inputs from visitors, Marlborough Sounds residents, 
Picton residents and Picton commercial properties.  

A survey of the community was undertaken during February 2016 and the results of this survey were 
attached to the agenda for members’ information. 
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It was noted that whilst the capacity of the trial system needs to be retained the visual appearance of the 
bins can be softened by housing them in enclosures such as the Bintainer system. The PPRS system for the 
Picton foreshore could be further refined with the introduction of six Bintainer sites.  

For Blenheim and Picton CBD’s stainless steel enclosures (locally manufactured) can be utilised. These 
units cost in the region of $4.5k each and would hold 2 x 240 litre wheelie bins. The final aesthetics can be 
customised to match existing guidelines or preferences in lieu of the CBD revitalisation works. This will 
include consultation with interested parties. 

Members were advised that the trial essentially worked as people used the system and that the public litter 
waste stream has a high percentage of recycling in its content. It was noted that the challenge is finding a 
system that is operationally economic for our setting, especially for the Picton Foreshore.  

It was suggested that there needs to be consideration given to the use of one central bin as this type of 
system is proving successful in the smaller townships where it is currently in operation. It was noted that 
there is a need for this type of service but the current cost per tonne is unsustainable and further work is 
required. 

Clrs Hook/Andrews:   
That staff develop this proposal further and report back to the Committee by September 2016. 

Carried 

P.15/16.346 Information Package - 
 

Clrs Leggett/Andrews:   
That the Assets and Services Information Package dated 22 March 2016 be received and noted. 

Carried 

The meeting closed at 2.51 pm. 

 

 

Record No. 1648701 
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